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Editor's Note: I had the good fortune of meeting Mr. John Boughton by chance at a dog show in
September of 2014. As I soon came to learn was his custom, he found me from across the way, or
rather I should say he found the dog at the end of my lead. He shouted for me to come over and
introduce my dog and eventually myself. He very graciously sat down the next afternoon for this live
interview. I enjoyed meeting and speaking with Mr. Boughton tremendously and I hope readers will
enjoy this next interview in the series. (This interview was edited for clarity and format but content was not altered.)

Background
Q. What activities did you do with your
malamutes?
A. Conformation, obedience, back packing,
weight pulling and skijoring.
Q. Why did you choose the breed?
A. I was considering Siberian Huskies, Alaskan
Malamutes and Samoyeds. In my naiveté, I
eliminated Samoyeds because I thought all that
white hair would be hard to keep clean but in
reality that harsh coat stays clean. Siberian
Huskies were more vocal than I wanted so that
left the Alaskan malamute.

Ch. Montak's Kaze Koku-O No Kita, CD, WPD

Early Dogs
Q. Who was your first malamute?
A. Tada-chun Tamashi No Kita (Free Spirit of the North). I did show Tamashi a little bit but he was a
little long on leg and was a companion dog, a wonderful companion. Tasmashi was a very dark seal.
Q. How did you get started in the breed?
A. I had started going to some shows to watch ringside
to see if there was a type of dog I liked and I began to
admire this current young special that was being
expertly handled by Larry Stark (a Doberman breeder)
whose name was BIS Ch. Fleur de Lis El Macho
ROM. It turned out the woman who was helping me to
get started had the half sister to Macho on the sire's
side and was planning a breeding. During the
pregnancy, I got to know Gail and Bonnie a bit better
and we talked about what I was looking for in a dog. I
was hoping for a seal and white. I think what you tend
to like is a reflection on the first dog you had and
Tomashi was a seal and I loved that color.
BIS Ch. Fleur de Lis El Macho, ROM

On Memorial Day weekend, I went camping and when
I returned I had a phone call that the litter had been born that weekend. The pups were only four days
old but I rushed right over to see them. When they were eight weeks, I went to see the pups and asked
the breeder which one she was keeping. She pointed out the one she wanted and I said, “Good, because
I want that one,” and I pointed to another male.

Ch. Montak's Kaze Koku-O No Kita CD, WPD
Following the NorCal specialty win in 1981, Koku-O
won BOB at the SoCal AMCA Specialty show with an
entry of approx. 95 dogs. Judge: Mr. Robert Waters of
Canada. His son Thunderking’s Comrade of Kita went
BW at the same show.

Q. How did you arrive at a name for your
kennel and dogs?
A. I was thinking about Inuit names and Japanese
names. The breeder of Tomashi said everyone gets
malamutes and uses Inuit names and no one knows
what the names mean until they ask and Japanese
is such a pretty language, it'd be unique and people
would still need to ask to know the meanings of
the name, so I decided to go with Japanese. At the
time, I worked with a Japanese woman and told
her that I was getting a malamute puppy and
needed her help in naming it. I brought her some
meanings in English and she helped me translate
them into Japanese. After having three dogs with
Japanese names I got tired of people asking what
the names meant so I kept the name Kita for the
kennel and moved in another direction. However, I
kept the themes of strength, the outdoors and the
elements in the meanings of the names.
Q. Who were your foundation dogs? What did
they contribute?
A. Ch. Montak’s Kaze Koku-O No Kita CD, WPD
and Ch. Bogadan's Kai Nasari of Kita.

From Koku-O I got a very harsh coat. I always looked for balance and fluidity in movement and
temperament. Absolutely temperament. I would not want a dog in my world that I could not trust with
family, friends and my livestock. Let's be realistic, malamutes are what they are and prey drive is a part
of them so one has to use one's head and keep one's eyes and ears open. One dog that I bred got a hold
of a kitten and I said, “Drop it,” and he did. Saved that kitten's life because the dog knew if I spoke it
had to obey. These are pack oriented animals and it is important that as part of their pack you are their
leader.
Q. What would you improve in your first
dogs?
A. I’d say a lower hock and a looser tail.
Smaller ears (he laughs). My line was all old
Northwind and they didn't have the smallest
ears. But I learned through observation and
listening to other people in malamutes and
other breeds that large ears are aesthetic and
important in their own right but what's more
important is the thickness of the leather in the
ear. Thick leather means really good blood flow
and good blood flow is what keeps you from
getting frostbite. A thick ear, properly coated on
the ear. As well as proper coat on the body. We
all know if you get a long coat with that long
fine hair, if they get wet in the arctic you'll

Ch. Bogadan's Kai Nasari of Kita

wake up with a Popsicle in the morning. In the Alaskan frontier, a dog that froze to death overnight was
food in the morning as they didn't have a lot of supplies. Call it cruel, but it's survival.

Breeding Experience
Q. Were certain bloodlines successful in your
program?
A. I used mostly old Northwind. The first line I used
was Fleur de Lis, Mr & Mrs Polaris out of Colorado. A
local lady had a nice bitch there that was used with
Koku-O. She was out of a Silver Frost breeding. Her
dad was Ch. Silver Frost's Bold Savage, ROM and her
mother was Silver Frost Kimluk. (Bold Savage was a
Best In Show winner in the 70s, long before the
malamutes were getting the nod. Beautiful seal and
white.) Another prominent stud in my program was Ch.
Kazan's Kremlin Kylee, ROM. Bold Savage, Kylee and
Macho were three important sires. Much later I bred
toward Williwaw.
Q. Were there any lines or combinations that didn't
Ch. Kazan's Kremlin Kylee, ROM
work for you?
A. No, because I asked the people working in those lines before I went ahead with a breeding. I did my
homework and asked questions at every turn. I wasn't going to go into this blind. I was asking
questions before I had even decided if I was going to do a breeding. “Do you find your line blends well
with” whatever it is you're thinking of and they'll tell you. Why spin your wheels and fail if you can ask
their experience about how their bloodline works with what you've got and take their advice. And every
breeding is a gamble. You could repeat a breeding that worked wonderfully the first time and have it
flop the second. So you never really know for sure.
And I read breeding theory books, talked to people in
different breeds as breeding philosophy is the same. If you
go out to other species, horses for example, you'll find a
different breeding philosophy as there is a different genome.
When I was a kid, I had pigeons and I learned the hard way
that you don't let near relatives mate with each other. I
ended up with thin egg shells from half siblings. I carried
that experience with me into dogs. I'm not a scientist by any
stretch but I learned some things from simple observation.

Kita's Icon & Kita’s Kodiak Kisses in Brace

Q. What advice do you have for new breeders?
A. Don't! Run! (he laughs) Honestly, it would be to do your
homework, listen to your predecessors, keep both eyes open
and your ears and do not put your head in the sand. Don't
pretend it didn't happen, that it can't or won't happen. Be
honest. What's the point in telling someone that your
bloodline never produces this or always produces that.
There is no always and there is no never.

For example, my very last breeding (at this
point) I had a nicely line-bred bitch on the
Williwaw. I had done a
grandfather/granddaughter breeding to produce
her and I knew I couldn't go back again as she
was so tight. So I chose to do an out-cross. I
used a tightly line-bred dog on my tightly linebred bitch. They were typey to each other but
not related and I got this incredibly uniform litter
of four puppies, three dogs and a bitch. What
was interesting was that they all had slightly off
the left slightly tight tails with a little gentle curl
at the end. I was surprised because Koku-O, my
foundation dog, had that tail and I had
deliberately always bred him to bitches with
correct tails to fix that and any other breeding I
had done in the interim of those years was to dog
with correct tails, and/or better coats, and/or
Ch. Kita's Cato of Bristol Creme
better bone, etc. I was taught early on: don't try
to achieve 100% improvement in every breeding. Look for three or four characteristics in your animal
that need to be improved and find an animal that comes from a background consistent in producing
improvement on that factor.
So if you want to improve the size of your ears, for example (which I always focused on but never
achieved, I guess it was just so tightly ingrained in the original bloodline that it was hard to get away
from it), or a better head and a correct tail, you keep breeding toward that and every breeding you do
you keep that in mind. Say you achieved a better tail, so you got one of your three original concepts.
Never take a risk on that tail again. Then finally you get better heads, never take a risk on the head
again. Just keep breeding to that better head
or to something the same as what you've
achieved, even if you do an out-cross.

Ch. Bogadan's Kai Nasari of Kita

So here I am, after generations of really
correct tails and I breed to a dog who comes
from generations of dogs with really correct
tails and I get this litter of slightly tight
tails. Which you see a lot of in the ring
anyway. It's really an aesthetic thing but it
isn't the ideal tail that bobs off the topline as
you gait around the ring. I'm thinking,
where in the world did these tails come
from? The owner of the stud wanted to lay
the blame to my bitch and I said wait,
you've seen my dogs for five or six
generations now. Have you ever seen a tight
tail? (This was my eighth generation.) She
said no and I answered her that's because I
don't have any. Anymore. I started with it
eight generations ago. She admitted that

way back in her bloodline she had also had it. So eight generations later on mine and several
generations later on hers there was just enough of a link that the two connected and we got a slightly
tighter tail. There you have it. We had both done our homework. Surprise! Never say never.

Experiences in the Breed
Q. What was the breed like when you started?
A. It was striving for improvements and I saw a lot
of improvements take place in the 70s and 80s.
They were doing test breedings, blood testing and
pedigree analysis for ChD. AMCA started using
the percentage program for ChD at that time. Fast
forward to 2014, ChD is back as a big topic in the
breed. A lot of people worked to get better coats,
there was a lot of coat funk and that also seems to
be back. I think that a lot of people aren't paying
attention to what their predecessors worked to take
care of and certain problems are arising again and
it's a shame.
Ch. Kita's Caurora Dawn of Anok

Q. What is the breed like today?
A. I see improvements in the overall dog aesthetically. There's still diversity in the breed today, which
is good. Not everybody has the same line and there are things breeders can bring into their lines from
doing out-crosses or even line-breedings. Even if you have dogs that are closely related to the guy up
the road, they might have different characteristics in them that you can utilize and obtain without
having to go out to a different bloodline. And there might be different dogs in those related pedigrees
which isn't a bad thing as you don't want full inbreeding anyway, to a modest degree.
I've talked to dog breeders in this breed, as well as others and they spout the concept of “linebreedlinebreed-outcross, linebreed-linebreed-outcross”. When you're talking to these really successful
breeders and you look at their track record and pedigrees, you can see linebreed-linebreed-outcross.
That's what Robert Zoller did and we all know what he accomplished. And anyone who doesn't know
who Robert Zoller is needs to read a book (he laughs).
Q. What is different from then
to now?
A. I see more overall better coats
in that they are more proper.
Coarse and stand off, just like it
says in the standard.
Q. Do you like short/tight,
moderate, longer coats?
A. I like a nice glorious stand off
coat. Who wants to raise a puppy,
fall in love with it and then take it
out on an outing and it snows and

Crystal & Kids: Kita's Dakari Rebel Rouser & Kita's Dancing Wind

when you wake up in the morning your beloved
friend is frozen to death. Even if you're out hiking
where you can't get out or on a long walk for
several hours and weather moves in, your dog is
in trouble because it's wet and you have no way to
dry it.
Q. Do you believe in maintaining the long coat
gene in the breed?
A. I believe it has a place in the breed. I don't
think any color gene or length of coat gene should
be eliminated. I think all of these colors are
important. White too. I know breeds where they
aren't suppose to be white, no white markings per
se, but if a puppy comes out with a certain
Kita's Klondike Mist
minimal white it's okay because the breeders
know they need a certain amount of white or they
don't get the two shaded coat they need (where the undercoat is one color and the outer coat is another).
In that breed, if they don't have that white gene in there,
they don't' get the two tone coat. The breeders embrace
this and have the casual feeling that if a particular puppy
comes out with too much white, then oh well. It's a pet
and someone will love it. Doesn't mean the breeding was
bad, it just means that particular puppy is not show
quality. He might be built just perfectly but he's got too
much white so that's the end of the show road for that
puppy. Doesn't mean it can't be used as a companion, in
agility or obedience, for hiking or a couch friend.
Whatever it might be. It's still an animal that needs to be
loved and has a place in it's breed. Doesn't mean it needs
to be bred. Just because it's born and has a pedigree
doesn't mean it needs to be a parent.

Ch. Kita's Bold Spirit

Q. What were some of the problems facing the
breed when you first started?
A. ChD and temperaments. Temperaments were hot.
And yet, the area where I started, there were quite a
few dogs that were short/flat coated. And of course
being a newbie I didn't know one way or another
about any of that. With more exposure and more
experience you see dogs with a more glorious stand
off coat and you begin to realize which is correct.
When you see the way the coats function you realize
that big stand off coat is correct for a reason: Survival.
Q. Do you feel we have overcome the problems we
had then?
Ch. Thunderking's Echo of Kita (dam of first Alaskan
A. I'd say coats are improved but there are still dogs
Malamute litter by surgical A.I.)

walking around with inferior coats. Remember,
everybody has an opinion and opinions are either
based on experience or lack thereof. And some
people just aren't going to think outside of the box,
they'll be stuck in what they know or think they
know. We have breed seminars and judge's
education, but just because you go to those things
doesn't mean you'll hear the correct information.
Even as a breeder of this breed, I have attended
judge's educations and heard things I consider total
bunk.
As an example, here’s a simple thing in our
standard in regard to ears. It says moderate. What
does moderate mean? Medium. So our dogs are
Ch. Kita's Eski Bear
supposed to have a medium ear. Not a small ear,
not a large ear. I've had breeders tell me, and I've heard it at a judge's education at a national specialty,
that our breed is to have a small ear. That is not correct. Our breed is to have a moderate ear. Some
didn't even touch on a thick leathered ear. All they talked about was a small ear. I've had intelligent
people in our breed tell me that moderate meant small and I said, “Look it up in the dictionary, I have”
(he laughs). Moderate doesn't mean small.
That's another thing too. You've got to watch your
angulation. You have to have correct reach and drive.
I had a bitch that was as clean as a clock. Right after
having whelped and raised ten puppies and dropping
her coat, I brought her out before the coat had started
to come in. Her guard hairs were falling out in my
hand as I stacked her and the judge found her and
gave her the breed from the classes in the west coast.
Another lady approached me and said, “John, I don't
understand why your bitch is beating me
consistently. My bitch has a beautifully angulated
rear and yours is straight in the rear.”

Am/Can Ch. Amerind's Bristol Creme

I told her
Ch. Kita's Icon, WWPD (11 months old)
that she
answered her own question without knowing it. I told her that
yes, her bitch had a wonderfully angulated rear but her front
was straight. The bitch couldn't get out of her own way. She
didn't have the reach to match her drive. She repeated to me
that my bitch was straight in the rear. So I told her yes, but she
is also straight in the front. She has amazing reach and drive
because she can get out of her way. She's balanced. I told the
woman to gait her and she told me she wasn't interested and I
answered that she missed a chance to learn something. The
bitch could fly. That was Crystal. She finished by taking the
breed over the top winning West Coat dog and bitch and
several other highly ranked specials … post-whelp naked.

That same judge awarded her litter sister of a different
color in a different state a couple of weeks earlier.
Vince Perry was his name.

Thoughts on the Breed
Q. Who is your favorite malamute that is not from
your kennel?
A. Oh, there are so many. A bitch bred by Millie Land.
Ch. WolfMtns Queen of Land-O-Toba owned by Pat
Jenkins, her foundation bitch. When I saw that bitch I
said to Pat, “Give me that leash, give it now!” (he
laughs). Her call name was Lyndee. She came to
Colorado and Macho was the dog of the day. He was
in charge of that ring. Pat walked Lyndee into the ring
and the judge looked down the line, did a double take
Ch. Thunder King’s Comrade of Kita
and his mouth dropped open and that bitch smoked
those champion boys. Burned them down, a class bitch, in
the early 70s. That was before Koku-O was born, 1976.
Q. How about males?
A. Oh, so many gorgeous dogs. It would even be unfair to
ask me for one per decade. I don't know how to answer
that question. Macho (BIS Ch. Fleur de Lis El Macho,
ROM) was quite a dog. He had some incorrect factors
about him but his presence . . . 120 pounds of stand-off
silver gray coat and an attitude to match that name. El
Macho. He was one that would stand and kick and scratch
and rumble and grass would fly. He could have stood in
for a rototiller. Then he'd pee on something and stand and
scratch some more (he laughs). But boy when he walked
into that ring he owned it. He was handled by a man who
was a

Ch. Williwaw's Kakooshka, ROM

Doberman exhibitor and that man showed him to
perfection. That's how I learned to exhibit. I watched
every move that man made. Every nuance and reaction
of the dog to his action.
Another one, Am/Can Ch. Williwaw's Kakooshka,
ROM. That was before Al was married to Mary Jane.
Totally standard seal and white. He knew the world
was his and he didn't need the 120 pound to make it
happen. He was totally standard sized.

Am/Can/Mex Ch. Westwind's Copper Raider, TT

John and Sharon Margraff were Westwind Malamutes.
Am/Can/Mex Ch. Westwind's Copper Raider TT went
to southern California and made a splash. Beautiful

dog. As was Ch. Westwind's Copper River. The most
significant dog they had when I met them was … oh I can't
remember his name. He was either their foundation dog or
from one of their early breedings. When I first saw him I
followed them to their motorhome. The next thing I know
I'm standing next to this motorhome with these x-pens and
my mouth was literally being held up by my hands because
every one of them, standing in a row, were gorgeous. They
were old Kodara. Just wonderful.
The Williwaw dogs have consistently impressed the dickens
out of me. BIS Ch. Targhee Chipewa Chipper ROM and BIS
Am/Can Ch. Williwaw's Sunbear of Targhee ROM. I went to
visit Al and MaryJane one time and we got to talking about
Sunbear and MaryJane just glowed. He was gone at that
point, but the softness in her eyes went softer and she looked
at me and smiled, it was an inner smile as well as an outer
smile, and she said, “Ah, Sun Bun.” I said, “What?” And
she replied, “Sun Bun. That's what I called him.” And I
said to her, “You called that ass kicking, glorious, Best In
Show winning dog Sun Bun?” She answered, “He was
my Sunny Bunny.” What a dog.

Ch. Williwaw's Sunbear of Targhee

Another bitch that has struck my heart since the day I met
her to the day she died was BISS Ch. Chamai's Chum-Lee
ROM. Her mother really turned my head, Am/Can Ch.
Skookum's Mika of Tugidak, ROM. Mika was Al's
foundation bitch. She had Baranof behind her. She was
part Kodara, a little bit of (I think) Sally Stephen's
Snowpaw. Mika was bred to a Snowpaw dog and
produced Chum-Lee. She was a big bitch, a national
specialty
BISS Ch. Chamai's Chum-Lee, ROM
winning bitch.
She was in the
mid-west. Al came to Denver with Mika. She was very
Tote-um. Screamed Tote-um. The breeding that produced
Chum-Lee was a Glacier type breeding. She was also bred
to Williwaw, a Tote-um type breeding. She produced well in
both directions. She was as cute as a button and moved like
a million bucks. A gray with a hint of sable.

Ch. Kita's Kodiak Kaze

Years later when I bred into Williwaw, I told MaryJane I
wanted a baby Mika, a baby Kakooska, a baby Seahawk, a
baby Chipper and a baby Sun Bun (laughs). A lot of those
consecutive Williwaw dogs impressed me. That's not to say
there aren't dogs from every bloodline that haven't made me
go “wow”. In movement, structure and temperament. It's a
breed we love, how do you not look at them and have
appreciation?

Q. Who was the most influential malamute for your
line?
A. Koku-O, he set the pace and it wasn't a bad pace.
Primary contributing dog later in my program was BIS
Am/Can Ch. Williwaw's Kodiak Cub, ROM, Casey. That
litter I had by him, anyone who knew my dogs and Al
and Mary Jane's, could see what each parent brought to
that litter. Koku-O had wonderful texture and density of
coat but I needed more of it. Casey helped with that.

Memorable Moments
Q. Any insights or stories you’d like to share?
A. A lot of stories and memories, but a couple I’ll share.
In the decision making process for my third litter, which was my C litter, I decided to take Ch.
Thunderking’s Echo of Kita (Echo) and linebreed toward her dam’s grandsire, Am/Can Ch Kazan’s
Kremlin Kylee, ROM. I bred to his last surviving son Am/Can Ch. Amerind’s Bristol Creme. The litter
was the result of the first artificially inseminated Alaskan Malamute breeding using frozen semen by
surgical implant. This was 1983. The doctor who performed the procedure was Dr. Winters of Beverly
Hills Small Animal Hospital. It was a normal pregnancy producing nine puppies, from that breeding
came two grand sweepstakes winning bitches at six months of age (Kita’s Caurora Dawn of Anok and
Kita’s Cryo Cum of Thunderking) and one
champion brother, Ch. Kita’s Cato of
Bristol Creme, who finished his
championship at the Southern California
Alaskan Malamute Club specialty.
BIS Am/Can Ch. Williwaw's Kodiak Cub, ROM

About twenty years ago, I was
asked to judge the Top Twenty. You see
photos through the course of the year as
they are campaigned and you think, I'm not
sure I like that, looks straight in the
shoulder. But then you get to put your
hands on them and you realize the dog is
amazing, there's nothing wrong with the
shoulder. It was probably the way the
From L: Ch. Kita’s Cato of Bristol Creme, Kita's Honorable Socarates,
photographer had the handler stack the
Kita's Hughes-Lee Tundra, Kita's Honcho Macho & Kita's Gail Force
dog. Moving this leg forward, that one
Storm
backward, it can make a shoulder look
straighter than it is. There’s a lot to be
learned from that.
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